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CHAPTER 84

An Act to revise The Condominium Act
Assented to December 15th, 1978

by and with the advice and consent of
H ERthe;\IAJESTY,
Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario,
enacts as follows:
Interpretation

1.---{1) In this Act,
(a) "auditor" means a person licensed as a public
accountant under The Public Accountancy Act;
(b) "board" means the board of directors of a corporation;

(c) "buildings" means
property;

the buildings included in a

(d) "bureau" means the corporation designated under
section 56;
(e) "by-law" means a by-law of a corporation;

(j) "claim" includes a right, title, interest, encumbrance.
or demand of any kind affecting land, but does not
include the interest of an owner in his unit and
common interest;

(g) "common elements" means all the property except
the units;
(h) "common expenses" means the expenses of the
performance of the objects and duties of a corporation
and any expenses specified as common expenses in
this Act or in a declaration;
(i) "common interest" means the interest in the common
elements appurtenant to a unit;

(}) "common surplus" means the excess of all receipts
of the corporation over the expenses;

~-f7f· 1970·
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(k) "corporation " means a corporation created by this
Act;
(/) "dccln rant " means the owner or owners in fee s imple
of t he land described in the description at the time
of registration of a declaration and description of the
land , and includes any successor or assignee of such
owner or owners b ut does not include a bona fide
purchaser of a unit who actually pays fair market
,·alue or any successor or assignee of such purchaser;
(m) " declaration" means the declaration specified m
section 3, and includes any amendments;
(n) " description" means the description specified m
section 4;

R.S.O. 1970,

c. 234

(o) "encumbrance" means a claim that secures the
payment of money or the performance of any other
obligation, and includes a charge under The Land
Titles Act, a mortgage and a lien;
(p ) " mortgage" includes charge and "mortgagee" includes
chargee;

(q) " owner" means the owner or owners of the freehold
estate or estates in a unit and common interest,
but does not include a mortgagee unless in possession;
(r) "prescribed " means prescribed by the regulations;
(s) " property" means the land and interests appurtenant to the land described in the description, and
includes any land and interests appurtenant to land
that are added to the common elements ;
(t) " proposed u nit " means land described in an agreement of purchase and sale that provides for
delivery to the purchaser of a deed or transfer
capable of registration after a declaration and
d escription have b een regis tered in respect of
the land;

( u) " records" shall include those items enumerated in
subsection 3 of sect ion 26 a nd financia l records
prepared on behalf of the corporation, minutes of
owners meetings and board meetings, as well as
any amendments to the declara tion, by -laws and
rules :
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(v) "registered" means registered
Titles Act or The R egistry Act;
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under The Land cc.
R.S.0.1970.
234, 4()9

(w) "regulations" means the regulations made under

this Act;
(x) "special by-law" means a by-law that is not effective

until it is,
(i) passed by the board, and
(ii) confirmed, \vith or without variation, by
owners who own not less than t\vo-thirds of
the units at a meeting duly called for that
purpose;
(y) "surveyor" means an Ontario land surveyor registered
under The Surveyors A ct;

R.S.O. 1970,
~- 452

(z) "unit"smeans a part or parts of the land included in

the description and designated as a unit by the
description, and comprises the space enclosed by its
boundaries and all the material parts of the land
within this space in accordance with the declaration
and description. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 1 (1); 1974,
c. 133, s. 1, amended.
(2) For the purposes of this Act, the ownership of land gc'1~~~ship
includes the ownership of space. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 1 (2).
DECLARATION AND DESCRIPTION

2.---{1) A propertv
shall comprise only
freehold land and land
Freehold
J
•
only
interests, if any, appurtenant to that land.

(2) A declaration and description may be registered. by or
may
. Wh<;>
register
on behalf of the owner in fee simple of the land descnbed m
the description.
must
(3) Where the land and the interests appurtenant to the Lba!'d
e 1n one
land described in the description are not entirely within division
one land titles or registry division or not entirely under
The Land Titles Act or The Registry Act, the description
shall not be registered.

(4) Where the land described m a description
in a provisional judicial district or in a county,
county, city or separated town to which The Land
applies, the declaration and description must be
under that Act.

is situate Whereland
part of a ~rti:~~rea
Titles Act
registered
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\\'hrn• lnnll
not 1n huul

(5) \\'hen' the land described in a description is situate
in a count)', part of a county, city or separated town to which
T h,· Land Titlfs .-lei does not apply, a certificate' of title under

t tl It-~ an·~"

H:,; 0.19'10,
z:i~. 59, ~09
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Tiu (ot1jimtion of Tit/ts A ct showing the owner by whom the
(il'claration and description arC' being registered as the owner
in ft·L· simpk of tlw land shall be registered under The
Rcg1sf1y A ct before the declaration and description are
regi~tered.

Et!ect of

(6) Ppon registration of a declaration and description,
the land and the interests appurtenant to the Land described
in _::iw description are governed by this Act. R.S.O. 1970,
C. f l , S. 2.

\\'hat

3.- (1) A declaration shall not be registered unless it is
executed by the owner or owners of the land and interests
appurtenant to the land described in the description and
unless it contains,

rt'~1stmtton

declaration
n1ust contain

(a) a statement of intention that the land and interests

appurtenant to the land described in the description
be governed by this Act;

(b) the consent, in the prescribed form, of every person having a registered mortgage against the land
or interests appurtenant to the land described
in the description;
(c) a statement, expressed in percentages, of the proportions of the common interests;

(d) a statement, expressed in percentages allocated
to the units, of the proportions in which the owners
arc to contribute to the common expenses;
(e) an address for service and a mailing address for

the corporation; and
(/) a specification of any parts of the common elements
that are to be used by the owners of one or more
designated units and not by all the owners. R.S.O.
1970. c. 77, s. 3 (1); 1974, c. 133, s. 2 (1), amended.
Where consent
not to be
withheld

(2) The consent mentioned in clause b of subsection 1 shall
not be withheld by reason only of the failure of the
proposed declarant to enter into a specified number of
agreements of purchase and sale for the sale of proposed
units. New.
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(3} In addition to the matkrs mentioned in subsection 1,
. any oth er section
.
. t h'IS Act, a cl ec laratwn
.
and m
m
may
contain,
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dWhat
.
ec1arat10n
may contain

(a) a specification of common expenses;
(b} provisions respecting the occupation and use of the
units and common ekments;
(c} provisions restricting gifts, leases and sales of the
units and common interests;
(d) a specification of duties of the corporation consistent
with its objects; and
(e) a specification of any allocation of the obligations
to repair and to maintain the units and common
elements. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 3 (2), amended.
(4) Subject t<:> subsection 5, the declaration may be
amended only with the consent of all owners and all persons
having registered mortgages against the units and common
interests. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 3 (3), amended.

~rendment
declaration

(S} Where any provision in a declaration or by-law is Inconsis·
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, the provisions ~~~~isions
of this Act shall prevail and the declaration or by-law is
deemed to be amended accordingly. New.
(6) When a declaration is amended, the corporation shall Regtstratton
register a copy of the amendment executed by all the owners
and all persons having registered mortgages against the
units and common interests, and until the copy is registered
the amendment is ineffective. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 3 (4).
(7) Notwithstanding subsections 4 and 6, the corporation ~:J-i:,~~~gr
may by resolution of the board change its address for service service
and its mailing address and the change does not take effect
until a notice thereof in the prescribed form is registered.
(8) The corporation, on at least seven days notice to every AbYmenddment
JU ge
owner and mortgagee, or an owner, on at least seven days
notice to the corporation and every other owner and mortgagl·e,
may apply to a judge of the county or district court for an
order amending the declaration or description and the judge,
if he is satisfied that an amendment is necessary or desirable
to correct an error or inconsistency in the declaration or
description or arising out of the carrying out of thP intent
and purpose of the declaration or description, may make the
order.

66-l
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H ..,:iotrniion

(!)) :\n anwndnwnt to a declaration or description made
h\' an ordl'r unckr s ubsection 8 is ineffective until a certified
,·opy of thL' order is regio;tNed. 1974, c. 133, s. 2 (2), amended.

\\'hal
Jc.·~rript1on
mu~t \,~onc.,i\in

-1.
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( I) A dt>scription sh;1ll contain,
(a} a plan o f smwy showing the perimeter of the
horizontal surface of the land and the perimeter of
the lrnilctings:
(b) structural plans of the buildings ;

(c) a specification of the boundaries of each unit by
reference to the buildings;
(d} diagrams showing the shape and dimensions of each
unit and the approximate location of each unit m
relation to the other units and the buildings;
(e) a certificate of a surveyor that the buildings have
been constructed and that the diagrams of the units
arc substantially accurate and substantially m
accordance with the structural plans; and

(/) a description of any interests appurtenant to the
land that are included in the property,
prepared in accordance with the regulations.
Approval of
description

(2) A description shall not be registered unless it has been
approved in accordance with the regulations. R.S.O. l 970,
c. 77, s. 4.

REGISTRATION
Index

3. ---{ 1} Every land registrar in whose office a declaration
and description are registered shall keep an index in the
prescribed form to be known as the "Condominium Corporations Index".

Combined

(2) Where a land titles office is combined with a registry
office, one index under subsection 1 shall be kept for all
declarations a nd d escriptions registered in the combined
offices.

Condominium

(3) Every land registrar in whose office a declaration and
description are registered shall keep a register in the prescribed forrn to be known as the "Condominium Register".

offices

Register

1978
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(4) Declarations, descriptions, by-laws, notices of termi- r0h1 ~~ec~
nation, and other instruments respecting land governed by rc:fstrations,
this Act shall be registered and recorded in the Condominium etc.
Register in accordance with this Act and the regulations, but,
except as otherwise provided by this Act and the regulations,
The Land Titles Act or The Registry Act, as the case may be, ~c~:i~4.1.!o7t·
applies in respect of property governed by this Act. R.S.O.
1970, c. 77, s. 5; 1974, c. 133, s. 3.

Ul\"lTS AND CO)UfON ELEYIENTS

6.-(1) Units and common interests are real property for
all purposes.

Nature or
units and
common
interests.

(2) Subjec_t to ~his Act, the l_leclaration ~nd the by-laws, gtu~%~h1p
each owner is entitled to exclusive ownership and use of his
unit.
(3) N"o condition shall be permitted to exist and no activity
shall be carried on in any unit or the common elements that
are likely to damage the property.

~it~~f~j~~s

(4) The corporation or any person authorized by the corporation may enter any unit at any reasonable time to
perform the objects and duties of the corporation. R.S.O.
1970, c. 77, s. 6.

~~~~i to

7 .-(1) The owners are tenants in common of the common
elements.

~r"'c~e;.~~lf.
elements

(2) An undivided interest in the common elements is
appurtenant to each unit.

Common

(3) The proportions of the common interests are those
expressed in the declaration.

Proportions

(4) Each owner may make reasonable use of the common
elements subject to this Act, the declaration, the by-laws
and the rules.
(5) The ownership
of a unit shall not be separated from
•
the ownership of the common interest, and any instrument
that purports to separate the ownership of a unit from a
common interest is void.
(6) Except as provided by this Act, the common elements
.;hall not be partitioned or divided.

interests

Useor

common
elements

Ownersbhip

not to e
separated

Nodivision
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(I) :\n l'llC'Umbrancc is enforceable against the common
l'kment<; after the dccl;i.ration and description are registered.

ln·anc~g no1
~n(or\.~t"abll:'I
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(8) \\'ht're, but for subsertion 7, an encumbrance would be
('11forreable against the rommon clements, the encumbrance
i~ enforceable again<;t all th<' units ancl common interests.

(9) ,\n~,r unit and common interest may be discharged
from ~urh an encumbrance by payments to the claimant of
a portion of the sum claimed, determined by the proportions
<;1wciftrd in th(' declaration for sharing the common interestsldt.. rn

(10) Upon payment of a portion of the encumbrance sufficient to discharge a unit and common interest, and upon
demand, the claimant shall give to the owner a discharge
of that unit and common interest in accordance with the
regulations. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 7 (1-10).

Assessment

(11) For the purposes of municipal assessment and taxation, each unit and common interest constitute a parcel, and
the common elements do not constitute a parcel except for
those parts of the common elements that arc leased for
business purposes under section 9 upon which the lessee
carries on an undertaking for gain that will constitute separate
parcels for business assessment under The A55essment Act.
R.S.O_ 1970, c. 77, s. 7 (11), amended.

R.S 0. 1970.

c. 32

Where
corporation
deemed to
be occupier

(12) For the purpose of determining liability resulting
from breach of the duties of an occupier of land, the corporation shall be deemed to be the occupier of the common
elements and the owners shall be deemed not to he occupiers
of the common elements. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 7 (12).

EASEMENTS
Easements

~g~~~~;nant

8. ---( 1) The following easements arc appurtenant to each
unit :
I. Where a building or any part of a building,
(a) moves after registration of the declaration and
description; or
(b) after having been damaged and repaired, is
not restored to the position occupied at the
time of registration of the declaration and
description,

1978
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an easement for exclusive use and occupation in
accordance with this Act, the declaration and the
by-laws, over the space of the other units and
common elements that would be space included in
the unit if the boundaries of the unit were determined by the position of the buildings from time to
time after registration of the description and not at
the time of registration.

2. An easement for the provision of any service through
any installation in the common elements or any other
unit.
3. An easement for support by the common elements
and any other unit capable of providing support.
(2) The following easements are appurtenant to the common elemen ts:

Easements
appurtenant
to common
elements

1. An easement for the provision of any service through
any installation in any unit.
2. An easement for support by any unit capable of
providing support. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 8.
9.- (l) The corporation may, by special by-law,
(a) lease any part of the common elements, except any

Easements
and !eases
of common
element s

part that the declaration specifies is to be used by
the owners of one or more designated units and not
by all the owners; and
(b) grant or transfer an easement or licence through
the common elements.
(2) A lease or grant or transfer or an easement or licence ~~na~\ng
mentioned in subsection 1, signed by the authorized officers owners
of the corporation under its seal, affects the interest of every
owner in the common elements as if the lease, grant or
transfer had been executed by him, and shall have attached
thereto an affidavit of one of the officers stating that the
lease, grant or transfer was authorized by a special by-law
of the corporation. 1974, c. 133, s. 4, amended.
CORPORATION

10.-(1) The registration of a declaration and description
creates a corporation without share capital whose members
are the owners from time to time. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (1).

Creation

668

Chap. 8-t

~.1meo!

(2) Tlw land rc-gistrar shall assign a name to each
corporal ion or proposed rnrporntion in accordance with the
regubtion ~ 197-l , c. 133, s. 5 (1).

c ltV4..Hn.r1on

HSU 1970.
~·t..• H9. :!80
19~6. ,. tXl

not to
.ipply

C"orpMRt!on
~t.'t\l

ltlt•Ul
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(J ) T/i,· Corporations A ct, The Corporations information
A c/, 1976 and the provisions respecting mortmain of The
.Hor/main 11 11d Clwritabfr Us es Art do not apply to the
corporation. KS.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (3).
I I. (l ) T he corporation shall have a seal that shall be
adopted and may be changed by resolution of the directors.

(2) The name of the corporation shall appear in legible
characters on the seal. New.
I ~.- ( 1 ) The objects of the corporation arc to manage
the property and any assets of the corporation. R.S.O.
1970, c. 77, s. 9 (4).

Corporation
duty

(2) The cor poration has a duty to control, manage and
administer t he common elements and the assets of the condomi nium corporation. N ew.

Duty LO
effect
compliance

(3) The corporation has a duty to effect compliance by
the owners with this Act, the declaration, the by-laws and the
rules. R.S. O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (12), amended.

Duties

(4) The declaration or the by-laws may specify duties of
the corporation consistent with its objects, responsibilities
and duties. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (13) , amended.

Right to
performance
of duties

(5) Each owner and each person having a registered
mortgage against a unit and common interest has the right
to the performance of any duty of the corporation specified
by this Act , the declaration, the by-laws and the rules.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (14), amended.

Real and
personal
property

1 a.- (1) The corporation may own, acquire, encumber and
dispose of real and personal property for the use and
enjoyment of the property.

Interest
m assets

(2) The o\.vners share the assets of the corporation in the
same proportions as the proportions of their common interest s in accordance with this Act, the declaration and the
by -laws. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (15, 16).

Action by
corporation

14.- (1) The corporation after g iving written notice to all
owners and mortgagees may, on its ovm behalf and on
behalf of any owner, sue for and recover damages and costs

1978
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in respect of any damage to common elements, the assets of
the corporation or individual units, and the legal and court
costs in any such actions brought in whole or in part on
behalf of any owners in respect of their units shall be borne
by those owners in the proportion in which their interests
are affected.
(2) The corporation after g1vmg written notice to all
owners and mortgagees may sue on its own behalf and on
behalf of any owner with respect to the common elements and
any units, notwithstanding that the corporation \vas not a
party to the contract in respect of which the action is brought,
and the legal and court costs in an action brought in \vhole or
in part on behalf of any owners in respect of their units
shall be borne by those owners in the proportion in which
their interests are affected.

Idem

(3) The notice referred to m subsections 1 and 2 is not
required to be given in respect of an action brought in
the small claims court. New.

Idem

(4) Any judgment for payment in favour of the corporation
in an action brought on its own behalf is an asset of the
corporation. RS.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (18), amended.

Idem

(5) The corporation may, as representative of the owners
of the units, be sued in respect of any matter relating to the
common elements or assets of the corporation. J\'ew.

Corporation
m a ybesuea

(6) \Vhere an action is commenced after this Act comes
.
force, a JU
. d gment for t h e payment o f money agamst
.
mto
the
corporation is also a judgment against each owner at the
time of judgment for a portion of the judgment determined
by the proportions specified in the declaration for sharing the
common interests.

Judgment
against
corporation

(7} Where an action has been commenced before this Act
came into force, a judgment for the payment of money
against the corporation is also a judgment against each
owner at the time the cause of action arose for a portion of
the judgment determined by the proportions specified in the
declaration for sharing the common expenses. R.S.O. 1970,
c. 77, s. 9 (17), amended.

ldem

15.-(1) The affairs of the corporation shall be managed
.
. .
by a b oard o f directors, consrstmg of three persons or such
greater number as the by-laws may provide, elected by the
owners. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (5) , amended.

B
d.oard of
1rectors

670
Ch~n~··

(h,1p. 8-I
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numlH:.'r or

t.tlrt.'Ctors
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{2) :\ corporation may by by-law increase or, subject to
suhst>c tion 1, (\L>crcasc the number of t he directors as set out
Ill

its b:>-laws.

A...:t.' of

(J ) ~ o person under eighteen years of age sha ll be a
dirl'Ctor of tht• corporation.

~llAll!kation~

(·l ) '.\"o undischarged bankrupt or mentally incompetent
person shall be a director and if a director becomes a bankrupt
or a nwn tally incompetent person he t hereupon ceases to be a
tiirt'ClOf.

C"on~t.. nt

(51 A person who is elected or appointed a director is not a
director u nless,

~tln•ctor-s

(a) he was present at the meeting when he was elected
or appointed and did not refuse at the meeting to
act as a director; or
(b) when he was not present at the meeting when he
was elected or appoin ted, he consented to act as
director in writing before his election or appointment or within ten days thereafter.
ldem

(6) For the purposes of subsection 5, a person who is
elect ed or appointed as director and refuses under clause a
of that subsection or fails t o consent under clause b of that
subsection shall be deemed n ot to have been elected or
appointed as a director. New.

Term

(7} The t erm of the members of the board shall be three
y ears or such lesser period as the by -laws may provide ,
but t he directors may cont inue to act until their successors
are elected , and directors arc el igible for n~-election. R.S.O.
1970, c. 77, s. 9 (6), amended.

Removal

(8) Any director may be removed b efore the expiration
of his term b y a vote of owners who together own a majority
of the units and t h e owners may elect, in accordance with the
by-laws dealing with the election of directors, any person
qualified to be a member of the b oard for the remainder of the
terrri of the director removed.

Vacancy

(9) If a vacancy in the membership of t he board occurs,
other than by way of removal under subsection 8 or as a result
of the number of directors being increased, subject to subsection 11 , the majority of the remaining members of the
board may appoint any person qualified to be a member
of the board to fill the vacancy until t he next annual meeting
at which time t he vacancy shall be filled by election by the
owners. 1974, c. 133, s. 5 (2), amended.
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(10) 'Where the number of directors is increased, the
vacancies resulting from such increase shall only be filled by
election at a meeting of the owners duly called for that
purpose.
(11) When there is not a quorum of directors in office,
the director or directors then in office shall forthwith call a
meeting of owners to fill the vacancies, and, in default or if
there are no directors then in office, the meeting may be
called by any owner. New.

Increase

~l;';Ji~~
quorum

16.-(1) A quorum for the transaction of business is a
majority of the members of the board or such greater number
as the by-laws may provide. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (8),
amended.

Quorum

(2) No business of a corporation shall be transacted by its
.
f d.
,
b oard except at a meetmg o irectors at which a quorum
of the board is present.

bco~ductof
us ness

(3) Where there is a vacancy or vacancies in the board,
the remaining directors may exercise all the powers of the
board so long as a quorum of the board remains in office.

Idem

(4) In addition to any other provision in the by-laws of a ~i!i~~ s of
corporation for calling meetings of directors, a quorum of dlrecto~s
the directors may, at any time, call a meeting of the directors
for the transaction of any business, the general nature of
which is specified in the notice calling the meeting.
(S) In the absence of any other provision in that behalf
in the by-law5 of the corporation, at least ten days written
notice of the time and place for the holding of the meeting
shall be given to every director of the corporation, per5onally
or by prepaid mail, addressed to him at his latest address as
shown on the records of the corporation. New.

Notice

I .7._J1)
Every director
of. a corporation who has, directly
brnsdc.iosm·e
. \
.
.
y 1rector
or md1rectly, any mterest m any contract or transact10n of interest
. h h
·
·
·
to w h1c
t e corporation
1s
or 1s
to be a party, oth er t h an a In contracts
contract or transaction in which his interest is limited solely
to his remuneration as a director, officer or employee, shall
declare his interest in such contract or transaction at a
meeting of the directors of the corporation and 5hall at
that time disclose the nature and extent of such interest
including, as to any contract or transaction involving the
purchase or sale of property by or to the corporation, the
cost of the property to the purchaser and the cost thereof
to the seller, if acquired by the seller within five years
before the date of the contract or transaction, to the extent

(hap. .'\-l
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to which such interest or in formation is within his knowledge
or control. and shall not vote and shall not in respect of such
contract or transaction be counte<l in the quorum.
lntt<rt)~t
to t~t'
mnt.~'rii\l

(2) Sub,.;cction 1 (loes not require the disclos ure of any
intl'n':.;t in any contract or transaction unless the interest
and the contra~t or transaction are both material.

Wht'll
'1<'Cli\r11t Ion

(3) The declaration required in subsection 1 shall be
made at the meeting of the directors at which the proposed
con tract or transaction is first considered, or if the director
i~ not at the date of the meeting int erested in the proposed
contract or transaction, at the next meeting of the directors
held after he becomes so interested, or if the director becomes
interested in a contract or transaction after it is entered
into. at the first meeting of the directors held after he
becomes so interested, or if a contract or a proposed contract or transaction is one that in the ordinary course of
the corporation's business would not require approval by the
directors or owners, at the first meeting of the directors held
after the director becomes aware of it.

of !nter~st
to th...

n~fLde

Effect of
declaration

(4) If a director has made a declaration and disclosure
of his interest in a contract or transaction in compliance
with this section and has n ot voted in respect of the contract
or transaction at the meet ing of the directors of the corporation, the director, if he was acting honestly and in good
faith at the time the contract or transaction was entered
into, is not by reason only of his holding the office of
director accountable to t he corporation or to its owners for
any profit or gain realized from t he contract or transaction,
and the contract or transac tion is not voidable by reason only
of the director's interest therein .

Confirmation
by owners

(S) Notwithstanding anyth ing in t his section, a director,
if he was acting honestly and in good faith, is not accountable to the corporation or to t he owners for any profit or gain
realized from any such contract or transaction by reason
only of his holding the office of director, and the contract or
transaction is not by reason only of the director's interest
therein voidable.
(a) if the contract or transact ion is confirmed or
approved by at least two-thirds of the votes cast at
a meeting of the owners duly called for that purpose; and
(b) if the nature and extent of the director's interest
in the contract or transaction are declared and
disclosed in reason able detail in the notice calling
the meeting.
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(6). For the purp~ses of this s~ction, a ge:ieral _notice to ~~il_~~a~f
the directors by a director declanng that he is a dlfector or interest
officer of or has a material interest in a person that is a party
to a contract or proposed contract with the corporation is a
sufficient declaration of interest in relation to any contract
so made. New.
18.---{1) A corporation shall hold an annual meeting
of~~~~"'n1g,8
.
•
the owners not more than three months after the reg1strat10n
of the declaration and description, and subsequently not
more than fifteen months after the holding of the last
preceding annual meeting, and at such meeting any owner
or any mortgagee entitled to vote shall have an opportunity
to raise any matter relevant to the affairs and business of
the corporation.

(2) The board, or any mortgagee holding mortgages on ~~~iings
not less than 15 per cent of the units, may at any time call a
meeting of the owners of the corporation for the transaction
of any business, the nature of which shall be specified in the
notice calling the meeting. 1974, c. 133, s. 6, part, amended.
(3) Unless otherwise provided in this Act, a quorum for Quorum
the transaction of business at a meeting of owners is those
owners present in person or represented by proxy owning
337'3 per cent of the units. New.
19. -(1) The board shall, upon receipt of a reqms1t10n fRequisition
. wntmg
. .
or owners'
m
mad e by owners w h o toget h er own at least l ,S meet
ing
per cent of the units, call and hold a meeting of the owners
and if the meeting is not called and held within thirty days of the
receipt of the requisition, any of the requisitionists may call
the meeting, and in such case, the meeting shall be held
within sixty days of receipt of the requisition.

(2) The requisition shall state the nature of the business Requisition
to be presented at the meeting and shall be signed by the
requisitionists and deposited at the address for service of the
corporation. 1974, c. 133, s. 6, part, amended.
20.---{1) At least ten days written notice of every Notice
meeting of the owners specifying the place, the date and the
hour thereof and the nature of the business to be presented
shall be given to each owner or mortgagee entitled to vote,
personally or by prepaid mail addressed to him at the address
provided under subsection 2.

(2) The corporation shall maintain a record upon which Suttticient
no ice
shall be entered each owner or mortgagee who notifies the
corporation of his entitlement to vote and of his address for
service, and the notice of a meeting required by subsection 1

Chap. :\-1
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shall be dl'emed to be sufficiently given if given in accordance
with subSl'Ction 1 to those persons entered on the record twelve
day~ bdore the date of the meeting. 1974, c. 133, s. 6, part,
a moufrd.
R!1<hl to
\.'"Ollfl'

(3) A mortgagee who receives a notice shall, in order to be
l'ntitlt'd to exercise the right of the owner to vote or to
consent. notify the corporation and the owner of his intention
to exercise such right at Least two days before the date
~pecified in the notice for the meeting. 1974, c. 133, s. 6, part,
amended.
21. The corporation shall keep adequate records, and any
ownrr or his agent duly authorized in writing may inspect
the record~ on reasonable notice and at any reasonable time.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (11), amended.

\'otlng

22. -(1) All voting hy owners shall be on the basis of
one vote per unit and, where two or more persons entitled
to vote in respect of one unit disagree on their vote, the
vote in respect of that unit shall not be counted.

Idt~m

(2) On a show of hands or on a poll, votes may be given
either personally or by proxy.

Proxy

Idem

Where not
entitled
to vote

Majority
voting

(3) An instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing
under the hand of the appointer or his attorney, and may
be either general or for a particular meeting.

(4) A proxy need not be an owner.
(5) Except where, under this Act or the by-laws of the
corporation, a unanimous vote of all the owners is required,
an owner is not entitled to vote at any meeting if any
contributions payable in respect of his unit are in arrears for
more than thirty days prior to the meeting.
(6) Unless otherwise provided in this Act, all questions
proposed for the consideration of the owners at a meeting of
own'ers shall be determined by a majority of the votes cast.

No vote

(7) No ovmer is entitled to a vote in respect of a unit
that is intended for parking or storage purposes. New.

Officers

2a. -{ l) A corporation shall have a president and a
secretary and such other officers as arc provided for by
by-law or by resolution of the directors and the same person
may hold two or more offices.

for parking
or storage
unit
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(2) In the absence of other provisions in that behalf in the ~~~ction
by-laws, the directors,
appointment
(a) shall elect the president from among themselves;

(b) shall appoint or elect the secretary; and

(c) may appoint or elect one or more vice-pwsidents or
other officers. New.
24.--(1) Every director and officer of a corporation shall ~{~~~e":rds
exercise th<~ powers and discharge the duties of his office ~f~ec~~rs
honestly and in good faith. New.
(2) The acts of a member of the board or an officer of the
board are valid notwithstanding any defect that may aft<~rwards be discovered in his election or qualifications. R.S.O.
1970, C. 77, S. 9 (9).

Defects

25.. - (1) Subject. to subsection 2.
th(~ by-laws of a cor.
•
poratton may provide that every director and officer of the
corporation and his heirs, executors, administrators and other
legal personal representatives may from time to time be
indemnified and saved harmless by the corporation from and
against,

Indei;nnifica t1on of
directors

(a) any liability and all costs, charges and expenses

that he sustains or incurs in respect of any action,
suit or proceeding that is proposed or commenced
against him for or in respect of anything done or
permitted by him in respect of the execution of the
duties of his office; and
(b) all other costs, charges and expenses that he sustains

or incurs in respect of the affairs of the corporation.
(2) No director or officer of a corporation shall be indemni- Idem
fied by the corporation in respect of any liability, costs,
charges or exp<~nses that he sustains or incurs in or about
any action, suit or oth<~r proc<~eding as a result of which
he is adjudged to be in breach of any duty or responsibility
imposed upon him under this Act or under any other statute
unless, in an action brought against him in his capacity as
director or officer, he has achieved complete or substantial
success as a defendant.

(3) A corporation may purchase and maintain insurance Insurance
for the benefit of a director or officer thereof except insurance
against a liability, cost, charge or expense of th<~ director or

676
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ollict•r incurrc>cl as a result of a contravention of subsection
of ~ert ion 2"1 . Ntw.
!::lecuon
of new

board

Owner.
etc .. nHW
CAlJ
meetln~

Thln!fs to

be turned
over to

the board

~H. -{ I) The board elected at a time when the declarant
owns a majority of the units shall, not more than twenty-one
days a ft er the declarant ceases to be the registered owner of
a maj ority of the units, call a meeting of the owners to
elect a new board , and such meeting shall be held within
twenty-one days after the calling of the meeting.

(2) If the meeting referred to in subsection 1 is not called
within the time provided for by that subsection, any owner
or any mortgagee entitled to vote may call the meeting. 1974,
c. 133, s. 6, part, amended.
(3) At the meeting required under subsection 1, the
declarant shall give to the board elected at that meeting,
(a) the seal of the corporation;
(b) the minute book for the corporation, containing the
most current copies of the declaration, by-laws,
rules and regulations and any amendments thereto;
(c) copies of all agreements entered into by the corporation or the declarant or his representatives on behalf
of the corporation. including the management contracts, deeds, leases, licences and those items set out
in subsection 6 of section 52;
(d) a record maintained under subsection 2 of section 20;
(e) the existing warranties and guarantees for all the

equipment, fixtures and chattels included in the
sale of either the units or common elements that are
not protected by warranties and guarantees given
directly to a unit purchaser:
(f) the as-built architectural, structural, engineering,
mechanical, electrical and plumbing plans;
(g) the original specifications indicating thereon all
material changes :
(h) the plans for underground site service, site grading,
d rainage and landscaping together with cable television drawings if available;
(i ) such other available plans and information not
mentioned in clause f. g, or h but relevant to future
repair or maintenance of the property;
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(j) an unaudited financial statement prepared as at a date
not earlier than thirty days prior to the meeting;

(k) a table depicting the maintenance responsibilities
and indicating whether the corporation or the unit
owners are responsible;
(l) bills of sale or transfers for all items that arc
assets of the condominium corporation but not part
of the real property;
(m) a list detailing current replacement costs and life
expectancy under normal maintenance conditions of
all major capital items in the property, including,
where applicable, those items set out in subsection 1
of section 36; and
( n) all financial records of the corporation and of the

declarant relating to the operation of the corporation
from the date of registration of the declaration and
the description.
(4) The declarant shall give to the board within sixty Idem
days after the meeting required under subsection 1 an audited
financial statement prepared as at the date of the meeting
required under subsection 1. New.
27 .-{1) The
corporation shall obtain and maintain in- dW
Corporation
.
surance on its own behalf and on behalf of the owners of maintain
.
insurance
. an d common e l ements, excl u d'mg improvements
t he umts
and betterments made or acquired by an owner, against
major perils to the replacement cost thereof, and against
such other perils as may be specified by the declaration or
by-laws, and for this purpose the corporation shall be
deemed to have an insurable interest in the units and common
elements.
(2) Any payment by an msurer under a policy of ir,~~':'ae~~eoc
insurance entered into under subsection 1 shall, notwithstanding the terms of the policy, be paid to the order of
insurance trustees, if any, or othenvise shall be paid to or to the
order of the corporation and, subject to subsection 2 of
section 42, the corporation shall forthwith use the proceeds
for the repair or replacement of the damaged units and
common elements so far as the same may be effected lawfully.

(3) Insurance obtained and maintained by a corporation ~~d~~a:i;;s. i
under subsection 1 shall be deemed not to be other insurance notother
for the purpose of any prohibition of or condition against insurance
other insurance in a policy of an ovmer insuring against loss
of or damage to his unit or his interest in the common ele-

h/8
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nwnt,; and C'l)\"\'l'ing onh· to t lw ex tent that the insurance
pl:lr1·d hy tilt' corporation is inapplicahle, inadequate or
indfr,·t iYl'.
ln:;urnnl·t•
non
<'Ont rlbu1ory
H .-; ll 1970.
l"

~2~

L!1lb1l!~y

insurance

Act of

pf'r~on

does

nol breach
pol c.v

Provision
for notice

(-l l :\otwitli,.;tanding S<'ction 124 of The Insurance Act or
th•• pro\'bion-; of tlH:' policy, a policy of insurance issued
1111dl'r s11b,;l'ction 1 and any other policy of insurance,
t'Xr1•pt anotlwr policy issut'(l und er s ubsection 1, arc not
liabh• to bl' brought into contribution with each other.

(5) The corporation shall ob tain and maintain insurance
again,;t ih liability resulting from b reach of duty as occupier
of the common elements or arising from the ownership, use or
op1Tation, by or on its behalf, of boilers , machinery,
pre,;sure vessels and motor vehicles, in addition to such
other insurance as may be specified in the declaration or
b\·-laws.
(6) Notwithstanding the terms of a policy issued under
subsection 1, no act of any person shall be deemed to be a
breach of the conditions of the policy where such act is
prejudicial to the interests of t he corporation or the owners.
(7) A policy of insurance issued under subsection 1 shall
he deemed to include provision for sixty days notice sent by
registered mail to be given by the insurer to the corporation
and to the insurance trustees, if any, in the event of termination of the insurance by the insurer.
(8) In the event t h at any provision of a policy issued
under subsection 1 or any part of The Insurance Act is in
conflict or inconsistent with this section or any part
thereof, the provisions of this section shall apply.

Capacity to
maintain
in5ur.ance;

(9) ~othing in this section shall be construed to restrict
the capacity of a corporation, an owner or any ot her person
to obtain and maintain insurance in respect of any insurable
interest.

Insurance
money to be

(10) ~ otwithstanding any provision in a mortgage and
notwithstanding subsection 2 of section 6 of The lvlort{!,a{!,es
Act, a mortgagee shall not require that any money received
on an insurance of the proper ty or any part thereof be
applied in or towards the discharge of the money due under
his mortgage and any such requirement is void.

used for
repairs

RS.0.1970.
~-

279

Interpretation

(11) For the purposes of subsection 1, " major perils" means
the perils of fire, lightning, smoke, windstor m, hail, explosion,
water escape, strikes, riots or civil commotion, impact hy
aircraft and vehicles, vandalism and malicious mischief.
R.SO 1970, c. 77, s. 15, amended.
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BY-LAWS AND RESOLUTIONS

2 8 .-(1) The board may pass by-laws, not contrary to By-Jaws
this Act or to the declaration,
(a) to govern the number, qualification, nomination,
election, term of office and remuneration of the
directors;
(b) to regulate the meeting, quorum and functions of the
board;
(c) to govern the appointment, remuneration, functions,
duties and removal of agents, officers and employees
of the corporation and the security, if any, to be
given by them to it;
(d) to govern the management of the property;

(e) to govern the maintenance of the units and common
elements;

(j) to govern the use and management of the assets of
the corporation ;
(g) specifying duties of the corporation;
( h) to govern the assessment and collection of con-

tributions towards the common expenses;

(i) authorizing the borrowing of money to carry out
the objects and duties of the corporation; and
(i) respecting the conduct generally of the affairs of the
corporation.
(2) Subject to subsection 5, a by-law passed under subsection 1 is not effective until it is confirmed, with or without
variation, by owners who O\Vn not less than 51 per cent of
the units at a meeting duly called for that purpose.

Confirmation

(3) A by-law relating to the remuneration of a director
or directors shall fix the remuneration and the period for
which it is to be paid. New.

~~'ii'~rera
directors

(4) The by-laws shall be reasonable and consistent with
this Act and the declaration.

~-~;~:
reasonable

680
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\3) \\'lwn a by-law or special by-law is made hy the corpot:i.tion , thl' corporation shall regist er a copy of the by-law
or spl'cial by-law togl'tiwr with a certificate executed by the
corporation that thl' by-law was made in accordance with
this Ac t. t he <leclarat ion and tlw by-laws, and until the copy
a nd cntificate are registered the hy-law is ineffective. RS.O.
!<J/ O. c. 77, ~. 10 (2, 3).
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R U LES (;O\'E R N D IG US E OF COMMON ELEMENTS
House
rules

:.!fl. (1) The board may make rules respecting the use of
common elements a nd units or any of them to promote the
~a fet~·, security or wel fare of the owners and of the property
or for the purpose of preventing unreasonable interference
with the use a nd en joyment of the common clements and of
othe r units. R. S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 11 (1); 1974, c. 133, s. 8,
amended.

Idem

(2) The rules shall be reasonable and consistent with this
.-\ct, the declarat ion and the by-laws.

Compll"nce
and
enforcement

(3) The rules shall be complied with and enforced in the
same m a n ner as the by-laws. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 11 (2, 3).

When rules
elfective

(-!) Subject to subsection 5, any rule made under subsection 1 shall he effective thirty days after notice thereof has
b een given to each owne r unless the board is in receipt of a
requisition in writing made under section 19 requiring a
meeting of owners to consider the rules.

Idem

(5) If a m eeting of owners is required, the rule made under
subsection 1 s hall become effective only upon approval at
such meeting of owners.

Owners
amending or
~~~;:ling

(6) The owners may at any time after a rule becomes
effective amend or repeal a rule at a meeting of owners duly
called for that purpose. N ew.

Entry by

ao. No corporation or servant or agent of a corporation
shall restrict reasonable access to the property by candidates,
or their authorized representatives, for election to the House
of Commons, t he Legislative Assembly, any office in a municipal government or school board for the purpose of canvassing
or dis tributing election material. 1974, c. 133, s. 9.

canvassers

OBLIGATlO'.\I O F OWN ERS A'.\ID OCC U PIERS
Obligations
and rights

of owners.

etc.

3 1. -( 1) Each owner is bound by and shall comply with
this Act, the declaration , the by-laws and the rules .
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(2) Each owner has a right to the compliance by the
other owners with this Act, the declaration, the by-laws and
the rules.

Idem

(3) The corporation, and every person having an encum- ~if~Jr~lion
brance against any unit and common interest, has a right to ~nd encum.
b
.
.
l
.
rancers
the compl1ance y the owners with this Act, the dee arat10n,
the by-laws and the rules. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 12, amended.
(4) Each person in o.ccupation of a proposed unit is bound ~:di~~t~~~s
by and shall comply with the rules proposed by the proposed ofoccupiers
declarant where those rules are reasonable and consistent
with this Act.
(5) Each person in occupation of a proposed unit has a
right to the compliance by every other occupant of a proposed
unit with the rules proposed by the proposed declarant.

Idem

(6) The proposed declarant has a duty, until registration
of the declaration and description, to effect compliance by
occupiers of proposed units with the rules proposed by the
declarant. Xew.

D~tY0~~d

8ecParant

32.---{ l). The owners shall
contribute
towards
the common
Duty or
.
..
.
.
owners to
expenses lTI the proport10ns specified m the declaration. contribute
to common
R.S.O. 1 970, C. 77 , S. 1 3 (1).
expenses

(2) Any common surplus in a corporation shall be applied ~fl;~~~~n
either against future common expenses or paid into the surplus
reserve fund, but shall not, other than on termination, be
distributed to the owners or mortgagees. New.
(3) The obligation of an owner to contribute towards the ~;'oidance
common expenses shall not be avoided by waiver of the
right to use the common elements or by abandonment.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 13 (3).
(4) Where an owner defaults in his obligation to contribute Lien
to the corporation towards the common expenses as provided
under subsection 1 of this section or subsection 7 of section 41,
the corporation has a lien for the unpaid amount against his
unit and its appurtenant common interest together with all
reasonable costs, charges and expenses incurred by the
corporation in connection with the collection or attempted
collections of the unpaid amount. 1974, c. 133, s. 10, part;
1977, c. 67, s. 1 (1), amended.
(5) The lien mentioned in subsection 4 expires three months ~fR~r;tion
after the default that gave rise to the lien first occurred
unless the corporation within that time registers a notice
of lien in the prescribed form, and, where the notice is

Ch,ip. SI
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rq.~i-...t1T1'd 111 accordanr<' with subsection 5 of section 33, no
tmth1·1 notiet' or rt'gistration is required in respect of default
111 pa ,·nwnt occurring or continuing after registration.
1977,
c. ul, ~- I (2), ammdcd.

Ll.-n
c•n(o•x·t• tnt"l'l [

(6) The lien 1nn.v be enforced in the same manner as a
R.S.O. -1970, c. 77, s. 13 (5).

mortgage.

(7) Upon payment of the unpaid amount together with all
rca::-onable costs, charges and expenses incurred by the corporation in connection with the collection or attempted
collection of the unpaid amount and upon demand, the corporation shall give the owner a discharge in the prescribed
form. 1977. c. 67, s. 1 (3).
C'Htlftcate
of l!~n

(8) Any person acquiring or proposing to acquire an interest
in a unit from an owner may request the corporation to give
a certificate in the prescribed form in respect of the common
expenses of the owner and of default in payment thereof,
if any, by the owner, together with such statements and
information as are prescribed by the regulations, and the
certificate binds the corporation as against the person requesting the certificate in respect of any default or otherwise
shown in the certificate, as of the day it is given.

Idem

(9) The corporation shall give the certificate and the
statements and information referred to in subsection 8 within
seven days after its receipt of the request therefor and,
where the corporation fails to give the certificate, statements
and information within the time prescribed, the corporation
shall be deemed, as against the person requesting the
certificate, to have given a certificate stating no default.
1974, c. 133, s. 10, part, amended.

Fee

(10) The corporation may charge a fee for providing the
certificate, statements and information referred to in subsection 8, in the amount prescribed by regulation. New.

Lieo has

33. --{ 1) Where a lien erea ted by su bsettion 4 of section 32
is in respect of a unit for residential purposes, that lien has
priority over every registered and unregistered encumbrance
notwithstanding that such encumbrance existed prior to the
lien arising.

prior1ty

Where su bs. l

does not

(2) Subsection 1 does not apply,

apply

(a) to a lien arising before the 1st day of January, 1978;
(b) in respect of a claim of the Crown other than by
way of a mortgage;
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(c) in respect of a claim for taxes, charges, rates or
assessments levied or recoverable under The Muni- cc.
R.s.o.
1970.
281, 256.
cipal Act, The Education Act, 1974, The Local Roads 415,255
Boards Act, The Statute Labour Act or The Local 1974· 0 · 109
Improvement Act; or
(d) to such lien or claim that may be designated by

regulation.

1977, c. 67, s. 2, part, amended.

(3) Every mortgage of a unit for residential purposes shall K:~~!A~~s
be deemed to contain a provision that ,
mortgage
(a) the mortgagee has the right to collect the owner's
contribution towards common expenses and shall
forthwith pay any amount so collected to the corporati on on behalf of the unit owner;
(b) the O\vner's default in the payment of common
expenses shall constitute default under the mortgage; and
(c) the mortgagee shall have the right to pay the owner's
contribution towards common expenses that shall
from time to time fall due and be unpaid in respect
of the mortgaged premises and that such payments
together with all reasonable costs, charges and
expenses incurred in respect thereto, shall be added
to the debt thereby secured and shall be payable
forthwith with interest at the rate payable on the
mortgage, and, if after demand the owner fails to
fully reimburse the mortgagee, the mortgage shall
immediately become due and payable at the option
of the mortgagee.
(4) A corporation shall, where so requested by the holder
of a mortgage on a unit for residential purposes, provide,
free of charge, to the person making the request a written
statement setting out, in respect of the unit, the common
expenses of the owner and all payments thereof in default.
(5) Where a lien arises in respect of a unit for residential
purposes, the corporation shall, on or before the day a notice
of lien is registered, give notice of the lien to every encumbrancer whose encumbrance is registered against the title of
the unit, by personal service of the notice or by sending the
notice by registered prepaid post addressed to the encumbrancer at his last known address.
(6) Where notice of lien is not given as provided in subsection S, then subsection 1 ceases to apply three months after

~;atement
mortgagee

~~~i~b~
given

~~~T:~ notice
not given
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the ddault that gave ri:;c to the lien first occurred, provided
that where notice i~ given after registration of notice of
ht'n tlh'll the corporation may register another notice of lien,
but subsection 1 shall continue to apply to any lien which
aro~c not earlier than three months before the last registration of notice of lien. l<i77, c. 67, s. 2, part, amended.
AUDITORS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
.... u.JILors

:14. { l ) The owners at their first meeting after this
.-\ ct comes into force shall appoint one or more auditors to
hold ofilce until the close of the next annual meeting and,
if the owners fail to do so, the board shall forthwith make
:;uch appointment or appointments.

Idem

(2) The owners shall at each annual meeting appoint one
or more auditors to hold office until the close of the next
annual meeting and, if an appointment is not so made, the
auditor in office continues in office until a successor is
appointed.

Casual
vacancy

(3) The directors may fill any casual vacancy in the office
of auditor, but, while such vacancy continues, the surviving
or continuing auditor, if any, may act.

Remo\'Rl of
auditor

(4) The owners may, by resolution passed by a majority of
the votes cast at a meeting duly called for that purpose,
remove an auditor before the expiration of his term of office,
and shall by a majority of the votes cast at that meeting
appoint another auditor in his stead for the remainder of his
term.

Notice to
auditor

(5) Before calling a meeting for the purpose of removing
an auditor, the corporation shall, fifteen days or more before
the giving of the notice of the meeting, give to the auditor,
(a) written notice of the intention to call the meeting,

specifying therein the date on which the notice of the
meeting is proposed to be mailed; and
(b) a copy of all material proposed to be sent to owners
in connection with the meeting.
Right of
auditor
to make

representa-

t!olll!

(6) An auditor has the right to make to the corporation,
three days or more before the mailing of the notice of the
meeting, representations in writing, concerning,
(a) his proposed removal as auditor;
{b) the appointment or election of another person to fill
the office of auditor; or
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(c) his resignation as auditor,

and the corporation, at its expense, shall forward with the
notice of the meeting, a copy of such representations to each
person entitled to receive notice of the meeting.
(7) The remuneration of an auditor appointed by the rie~unera
0
owners shall be fixed by the owners, or by the board if it is
authorized so to do by the owners, and the remuneration of an
auditor appointed by the board shall be fixed by the board.
(8) If for any reason
no auditor is appointed,
the court Abyppointtment
.
.
.
cour
may, on the apphcahon of an owner, appomt one or more
auditors to hold office until the close of the next annual
meeting and may fix the remuneration to be paid by the
corporation for his or their services.
(9) The corporation shall give notice in wntmg to an ~i;~~i!ent
auditor of his appointment forthwith after the appointment
is made.
(10) ~o person_ shall _be appointed or act as auditor of a K?;;~~I~fied
corporat10n who ts a director, officer, employee or manager as auditors
of the corporation, has an interest in contracts of the corporation, or is a partner, employer or employee of any
director, officer, employee or manager of the corporation.

(11) This section does not apply to a corporation where ~~if;'n
the property consists of less than twenty-five units for doe~ not
- 1 purposes. N ew.
app Y
res1"dentia

35.--{l)
The auditor shall make such examination as will au
And~utaI
.
i
enable him to report to the owners as required by subsection 2.
(2) The auditor shall make a report to the owners on the Auditt"s
financial statement, to be laid before the corporation at any repor
annual meeting during his term of office, and shall state
in his report whether in his opinion the financial statement
referred to therein presents fairly the financial position of
the corporation and the results of its operations for the period
under review in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding period, if any.
(3) Where the report under subsection 2 does not contain Idem
the unqualified opinion required thereby, the auditor shall
state in his report the reasons therefor.
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(.t) \\'here facts come to the attention of the board or
olllc.·ers of the corporation that if known prior to the da te of the
last annual meeting of owners would have required a material
adjustment to the financial statement presented to the
meeting. the board or officers shall communicate such facts
to the auditor who reported to the owners under this section
and the board shall forthwith amend the financial statement
and send it to the auditor.

(5) On thP receipt of facts furnished under subsection 4 or
from any other source, the auditor shall, if in his opinion
it is necessary, amend his report with resp ect to the financial
s tatement in accordance with subsection 2 and the board or,
if it fails to do so within a reasonable time, the auditor shall
mail or deliver such amended report to t he owners.

Idem

(6) The financial statement shall conta in a statement of
changes in net assets or a statement of source and application
of funds, and the auditor shall include in his report a statement whether, in his opinion, in effect , t he statement of
changes in net assets or the statement of source and application of funds presents fairly the information shown therein.

Idem

(7) The auditor in his report shall make such statements
as he considers necessary if,
(a) the corporation's financial statement 1s not in
agreement with its accounting records;
(b) the corporation's financial stat ement is not in accord-

ance with the requirements of this Act;
(c) he has not received all the information and explanations that he has required ; or
(d) proper accounting records have not been kept, so
far as appears from his examination.
Right of
access, etc.

(8) The auditor of a corporation has right of access at
all times to all records, documen ts, accounts and vouchers
of the corporation and is entitled to require from the
directors, officers and employees of the corporation such
information and explanations as, in his opinion, are necessary
to enable him to report as required by su bsection 2.

Auditor

(9) The auditor of a corporation is ent itled to attend an y
meeting of owners and to receive all notices and other communicat10ns related to any such meeting that an owner is
entitled to receive and to be heard at any such meeting that

may attend
owners'
meeting•
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he attends on any part of the business of the meeting that
concerns him as auditor.
(10) At any meeting of owners, the auditor, if present, ~';~itor
shall answer inquiries directed to him concerning the basis answer
. h h e formed t he op1mon
. .
. t h e report mad e inquiries
upon wh IC
stated m
at ow.ners'
under subsection 2.
meetings
(11) The financial statement shall be approved by the :;,1~tei;:;_~~1t
board and the approval shall be evidenced by the si?nature ~~1bg;1~dd
at the foot of the balance sheet by two of the directors
duly authorized to sign, and the auditor's report shall be
attached to or accompany the financial statement.

(12) The corporation shall, ten days or more before the fg~~~:;_ation
date of the annual meeting of owners, send by prepaid mail finan01al
copies.of
or deliver to each owner at his latest address as shown on statements.
the records of the corporation and shall file with the bureau ~~i{etr~
a copy of the financial statement and a copy of the auditor's
report.
(13) The board shall lay before each annual meeting of
owners,

(a) a financial statement made in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles;

f,,ti~tg:;;~~~s
owners
at annual
meeting

(b) the report of the auditor to the owners; and
(c) such further information respecting the financial
position of the corporation as the by-laws of the
corporation require. New.
RESERVE FUND

3H. -(1) In this Act and the regulations, the declaration,
by-laws and financial statements prepared in accordance with
this Act, the declaration or by-laws, "reserve fund" means
a fund set up by the corporation in a special account for
major repair and replacement of common elements and assets
of the corporation including where applicable without limiting
the generality of the foregoing, roofs, exteriors of buildings,
roads, sidewalks, sewers, heating, electrical and plumbing
systems, elevators, laundry, recreational and parking facilities.
(2) The corporation shall establish and maintain one
or more reserve. funds .and. shall collect from the owners,
as part o f theu contnbut10n towards common expenses,
amounts that, calculated on the basis of expected repair and
replacement costs and life expectancy of things comprising
the common elements and the assets of the corporation ,

~~8rve
defined

~s~~e;1;:;~~J'd
and_
. d
mamtarne
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are reasonably expect ed to provide sufficient funds for major
repair and replacement of common elements and assets of
tlw rnrporntion, but in no event shall the contributions to the
reserw fund or funds be less than 5 per cent of the amount
required for contributions to the common expenses exclusive of
the reserve fund.
lJ~nt

(J) Thrl'l' years after this Act comes into force , the contribution to the reserve fund or funds s hall be not less than
10 per crnt of the amount required for contributions to
till' common expenses exclusive of the reserve fund.

hlem

(4) Any fund set up for any of the purposes mentioned
in subsection I shall be deemed to be a reserve fund notwithstanding that it may not be so designated.

Use of
1 eservo

fund

limited

(5) No part of a reserve fund shall be used except for the
purposes for which the fund was established.

Fund not
aYa!lable for
distribution

(6) The amount of a reserve fund shall constitute an
asset of the corporation and shall not be distributed to any
owner except on termination of the corporation.

Bureau may
exempt

(7) The bureau may, upon being satisfied that the corporation has sufficient reserve funds , exempt the corporation
from the requirements set out in subsections 2 and 3 upon
such terms and conditions and for such period of time as the
bureau considers proper. New.

from

subss. 2. 3

AUDIT COMMlTTEE
Audit

committee

maybe
establ!shed

Auditor

shall submit
financial

statement
Auditor·a

right to

app€ar

Committee
convening
at request
of audltor

37.-( 1) Where the number of directors of a corporation
is more than six , the directors may elect annually from
among their number a committee to be known as the audit
committee to be composed of not fewer than three directors,
of \Vhom a majority shall not be officers or employees of
the corporation, to hold office until the next annual meeting
of the owners.

(2) The auditor shall submit the financial statement to the
audit committee for its review and the financial statement
shall thereafter be submitted to the board.
(3} The auditor has the right to appear before and be
heard at any meeting of the audit committee and shall appear
before the audit committee when required to do so by the
committee.
(4) Upon the request of the auditor, the audit committee
shall convene a meeting of the committee to consider any
matters the auditor believes should be brought to the attention
of the board or members. New.
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MODIFICATIONS OF COMMON ELE:>1ENTS A!'<D ASSETS

as.-(1) The corporation may by a vote of owners who ~~~~~~f;~~1
own 80 per cent of the units make any substantial addition,
alteration or improvement to or renovation of the common
elements or may make any substantial change in the assets
of the corporation, and the corporation may by a vote of the
owners make any other addition, alteration or improvement
to or renovation of the common elements or may make any
other change in the assets of the corporation. R.S.O. 1970,
c. 77, s. 14 (1), amended.

(2) A grant or transfer of an easement to the corporation Easement
is as effective as if the corporation owns land capable of
being benefitted by the easement. 1974, c. 133, s. 11.
(3) The cost of any addition, alteration or improvement Cost
to or renovation of the common elements and the cost of
any change in the assets of the corporation are common
expenses. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 14 (2).

(4) lf any substantial addition, alteration or improvement Dissenter s
to or renovation of the common elements is made, or if any
substantial change in the assets of the corporation is made,
the corporation must, on demand of any owner who
dissented, made within ten days after the date of the vote
referred to in subsection 1, purchase his unit and common
interest. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 14 (3), amended.
(5) \Vhere the corporation and the owner who dissented
do not agree as to the purchase price, the owner who dissented
may elect to have the fair market value of his unit and
common interest determined by arbitration under The
Arbitrations A ct by serving a notice to that effect on the
corporation. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 14 (4).

Arbitration

~-~5 o. i 97o,

AGREEMENTS

:W.---(1) The corporation may, by by-law, terminate,
on giving sixty days notice in writing, any agreement
between the corporation and any person for the management
of the property entered into at a time when the majority
of the members of the board were elected when the declarant
was the registered owner of a majority of the units. 1974,
c. 133, s. 12, part, amended.

Management
agreement

agreement for the provision of services on a
(2), Even.1
,
•J
contmumg basis, every lease of the common elements or part
thereof for business purposes and every agreement for the
provision of recreation facilities to the corporation on other
than a non-profit basis entered into by a corporation after this
Act comes into force and at a time when the majority of the
members of the board were elected when the declarant was

Agreements
expiring

Chap.
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tlw rq~istL'rt'd owner of a majority of thC' units tha t docs not
t'xpin' \\'ithin tweh·e months after its effective date shall be
dt't'Hlt'd to <'Xpin• twelve months a fter its effective date unless,
within the t\\'l'IW montlt period, the agreement is ratified by
tlw board :tt a timl' wlwn the majority of the board members
\n'rt· elected :t fter t Ill' declarant ceased to be the registered
mnwr of a majority of tlw un its_ New.
IN\'ESTIGATIO!' OF HECOimS
Examination
of n.•cords

-1-0 . -( I) Every person in receipt of money paid to or for
lwnefit of the corporation shall, upon reasonable notice
and dming normal business hours, make available for examination b:-.' the corporation or a ny owner or mortgagee, all
records relating to the receipt and d isposition of such money.

Apphcat1on
Lo cou rt

(2) Upon application to a judge of a county or district
court hy the corporation or any owner, or mortgagee, the
judge, if satisfied that the application is made in good faith
and that it is prima jacie in the best interests of the applicant
to <lo so, may make an order, u pon such term-; as to the
co:,ts of the investigation or audit or otherwise as he considers
proper, appointing an inspector t o make such investigation
of the affairs of any person in receipt of money mentioned in
subsection 1 and to make such audit of the accounts and
records of such person a<; the judge considers necessary.

P ower of
insp ector

(3) An inspector appointed under subsection 2 has the
powers of a commission under P art II of T he P ublic Inquiries
Act, 197 I, which Part applies to such investigation or audit
as if it were an inquiry under tha t Act.

1971. c. 19

Trust
money

t lw

(4) All money referred to in subsection 1 shall be held
by the person in receipt ther eof in trust for the p erformance of the duties and obligations in respect of which the
money is paid, and he shall pay such money into a separate
account at a chartered bank or t r ust company or a loan
company or credit union authorized by law to receive money
on deposit or a Province of Ontario Sa vings Office and shall
designate the account as a trust account in the name of the corporation. 1974, c. 133, s. 12. part, amended.
REPAIRS AND MAlNTENAl\CE

I nterpretation

41. - -(1) For the purposes of this Act, the obligation to
repair after damage and to maintain a re mut ually exclusive,
and the obligation to repair after dam age d ocs not include the
repair of improvements made to units after registration of
the declaration and description.

Duty to

(2) Subject to section 42, t he corporat ion shall repair the
units and common elements after da mage.

repair

1978

(3} The corporation shall maintain the common elemenb.

S.

(-l) Each owner shall maintain his unit.
16 (1--l) .
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Maintenance
of common
elements

R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, ~}~~snance

subsections
2 ' 3 and -1 ' the declaration
(5) Xotwithstandino
...
·
~
~
,
may provide that,

Declaration
may prO\Tide
otherwise

(a) each owner shall, subject to section -12, repair his
unit after damage;
(b) the owners shall maintain the common clements or

any part of the common elements;
{c) the corporation shall maintain the units; or
(d) each owner shall maintain and repair after damage

those parts of the common elements of which he has
the exclusi\'C use. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 16 (5),
amended.
(6) The corporation shall make am· repairs that an O\Yncr Where
.
corporation
obligated to make and that he docs not make w1thm a to make
repairs for
reasonable time. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 16 (6).
owners
.

IS

(7) An owner shall be deemed to ha,-e consented to han·
repairs done to his unit by the corporation under this section
and the cost of such repairs ,;hall be added to the mrner',;
contribution toward common expenses. R.S.O. 1970. c. 1 1.
s. 16 (7), amended.

Consent

(8) All warranties given ,,-ith respect to workmanship and
materials furnished to the property shall enure to the benefit
of all unit owners from time to time and to tht· corporation.
Xew.

Warranties

\\'HERE DAMAGE OCCl:RS

-12.-{ 1) \Yhere damage to the building occurs, the board ~I~~tion
shall determine within thirty days of the occurrence whether ofdamage
there has been substantial damage to 25 per cent of the
building~.

(2) Where ~here has been ~ determination tha~ t~ere has ~:£.""a~eof
been substantial damage to 2:> per cent of the bmldmgs , the
corporation shall repair within a reasonable time, unless.
within sixty days after the determination made under subsection 1, by a vote of owners who own 80 per cent of the
units, the owners vote for termination. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77,
s. 17, amended.
TERCl1l};ATIO:-<

4-3.-(1) Where, under subsection 2 of section -12 , the
owners vote for termination, the corporation shall, within

re~~~~iton
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days of the vote, rcgist<'r a notice of termination in the
prt'scribcd form. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 18 (1), amended.

It'll

Etr,•c1 of

r••.rlstra.t Ion
or nolke

(2) Upon the n•gistration of a notice of termination under
subse<'tion I,

(a) the government of the property by this Act 1s
terminated;

(b) the owners are tenants in common of the land and
interests appurtenant to the land described in the
description in the same proportions as their common interests;
(c) claims against the land and interests appurtenant
to the land created b efore the registration of the
declaration and description are a.<; effective as if the
declaration and description had not been registered;
(d) encumbrances against each unit and common interest created after the registration of the declaration
and description are claims against the interest of
the owner in the land and interests appurtenant to
the land described in the description, and have the
same priority they had before the registration of
the notice of termination; and
(e) all claims against the property created after the
registration of the declaration and description,
other than the encumbrances mentioned in clause d,
are extinguished. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 18 (3).
Termination
by sale

44.- (l) Sale of the property or any part of the common
elements may be authorized,
(a) by a vote of owners who own 80 per cent of the
units;
(b) by the consent of the persons having registered
claims against the property or the part of the common elements, as the case may be, created after
the registration of the declaration and description ;
and

(c) if the sale of part only of the common clements
includes any portion of the common elements that
are to be used by the owners of one or more designated units and not by all the owners, by the consent of the owners of the designated units affected.
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the authorized conveyance
Execution of
(2} A deed or transfer shall be executed hv
J
office:rs of the corporation under its seal and a release or
discharge shall he given by all persons having registered
claims against the property or the part of the common clements, as the case may he, created after the registration of
the declaration and description.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77,
s. 19 (1, 2), amended.
(3) Upon the registration of the instruments mentioned in ~e~1~tr';[tion
subsection 2,
of
conveyance

(a) the government of the property or of the part of
the common clements by this Act is terminated;
(b) claims against the land and interests appurtenant
to the land created before the registration of the
declaration and description are as effective as if the
declaration and description had not been registered ;
and

(c) claims against the property or the part of the common clements created after the registration of the
declaration and description arc extinguished.
(4) Subject to subsection S, the owners share the: proceeds
of the sale in the same proportions as their common interests.

Proceeds

(5) Where a sale is made under this section, any owner ~~~~st~~s
who dissented may elect to have the fair market value of
the: property at the: time of the sale determined by arbitration under The Arbitrations Act by serving notice to that ~·~5 0. rn10.
effect on the corporation within ten days after the vote, and
the owner who serve:d the notice is entitled to receive from
the proceeds of the sale the amount he would have received
if the sale price had been the fair market value as determined by the arbitration.
(6) Where the proceeds
of the sale are. inadequate to pay
.
the amount determined under subscctwn 5, each of the
owners who vott;d for the sale is Liable for a portion of the
deficiency determined by the proportions of their common
interests. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 19 (3-6).

Whered

procee s
inadequate

(7) Subject to subsection 8, where any part of the com- ~;m~n
mon clements arc expropriated under The Expropriations R.S.0.1970.
Act, the owners shall share the proceeds in the same pro- c. t 54
portions as their common interests.

COKDOMIKIUM
hl.t•nt
}{ S l) Hl70.
l

l~

(8) .-\n:• portion o( thr pron'l'ds n'ceivC'd on expropriation
umkr Th,- J:' 1 propriations A ct that is attributable to any
port ion of tht' common rlrmenb that are to be used only
b~· thl' owm·rs of designated units and not by all the owners
~ha ll lw dfrirkd among tht' owners of the designated units
,1 fkc ted in t Ill' proportions in which their interests are
a lfrc t l'd .

rrrnilnat!on
by notit::t'

without sale
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.i,;, ( 1) Termination of the government of t he property
h\' this Ac t may be authorized,
(a ) by a YOtt' of owners who own 80 per cent of the

unit,; ; and
(b) by the consent of the persons having registered

claims against the property created after the registration of the declaration and description. R.S.O.
1970, c. 77, s. 20 (1), amended.
Reg18tra.tion

of not.lee

Effect of

registration

(2) \\'here termination of the government of the property
by this Act is authorized under subsection 1, the corporation
shall register a notice of termination in the prescribed form,
executed by the authorized officers of the corporation under
its seal and by all the persons having registered claims
agains t the property created after the registration of the
declaration and description. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 20 (4),
amended.

(3) Upon registration of a notice of termination under
subsection 2,
(a) the government of the property hy this Act is

terminated;
(b) the owners are tenants in common of the land and

interests appurtenant to the land described in the
description in the same proportions as their common
interests;
(c) claims against the land and the interests appurte-

nant to the land described in the description created
before the registration of the declaration and
description are as effective as if the declaration and
description had not been registered;
(d ) encumbrances against each unit and common inter-

est created after the registration of the declaration
and description are claims against the interest of
the owner in the land and interests appurtenant to
the land described in the description and have the
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same priority as they had before the registration
of the notice of termination; and
(e) all other claims against the prope·rty created after
the registration of the declaration and description
are extinguished. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 20 (3).
46. -(1) A corporation, any owner. or any person havingG';';r.'6'lf.tion
an encumbrance against a unit and common interest may
apply to the SuprPme Court for an order tPrrninating the
go\'ernmcnt of the property by this Act.
(2) The court may order that the government of theOrder
property by this Act be terminated if the court is of the
opinion that the termination would be just and equitable,
and, in determining whether the termination would be just
and equitable, the court shall have regard to,
(a) the scheme and intent of this Act;
(b) the probability of unfairness to one or more owners
if termination is not orde~rc·d; and
(c) the probability of confusion and uncertainty m
the affairs of the corporation or the owners if
termination is not ordered.
(3) Where an order of termination is made under sub-~~i~~~~Y
section 2, the court may include in the order any provisions
that the court considers appropriate in the circumstances.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 21.
4 7. When the owners and the property cease to be Termination
governed by this Act,
(a) the assets of the corporation shall be· used to pay
any claims for the payment of money against the
corporation;
(b) the remainder of the assets of the corporation
shall be distributed among the owners in tlw same·
proportions as the proportions of their common
interests. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 9 (19), amended.

VOTING BY MORTGAGE ES

48 · Whe·re· a mortgage of a unit and common interest
· · Rightsof
mortgagees
contains a provision that authorizes the mortgagee to exercise

Ch.tp. S-1
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th<' right of the owner to vott' or to consent, the mortgagee
may <':Xt'rci~t· t hl' right, and, where two or more s uch mortg;ig,-.; contain :>11rh a provision , the righ t may be exercised
b~· till' mortgagt'e who has priority.
R.S.O. 1970, c. 77,
s. 12. 11mo1drd.
PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES
Appllcntlon
for onh'r
to tequin~

perform1<m'"
of dutl~s

Idem

..w. (I ) \\'here a duty imposcrl by this Act, the declaration. the by-laws or the rules is not performed , the corporation , any owner. the bureau, or any person having a registered
mortgage against a unit and common interest, may apply to
the county or district court for an order directing the performa nce of the duty. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 23 (1); 1974,
c. LB, s. 13 (1), amended.
(2) The court may by order direct performance of the
duty and may include in the order any provisions that the

court considers appropriate in the circumstances.
1970, C. 77, S. 23 (2).
Tenant Co
pay common

expense

default in
lieu of rent

R.S.O.

(3) Where an owner who has leased his u nit defaults in
his obligation to contribute to the corporation towards the
common expenses as provided under subsection 1 of section
32 and subsection 7 of section 41 , the cor poration may by
written notice to the lessee req uire the lessee to pay to the
corporation, and upon receipt of such notice the lessee shall
pay, out of the rent due under t he lease, an amount equal
to the default and such payment shall constitute payment
toward rent under the leao.e and the lessee shall not by reason
only of such payment to the corporation be in default of his
obligation under the lease. New.
(4) The lessee of a unit is subject to the duties imposed
by this Act, the declaration, the by-laws and the rules on an
owner, except those duties respecting common expenses, and
this section applies in the same manner as to an owner and,
where the lessee is in contravention of an order under this
section or where he fails to pay, p ursu a nt to a notice given
under subsection 3, the court may t erminate the lease.
1974, c. 133, s. 13 (2), amended.

Saving

(5) ~othing in this section restricts th e remedies otherwise available for failure to perform any duty imposed by
this Act. R.S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 23 (3).

Not1fication
of unit lease

(6) Where the owner of a unit leases his unit , the owner
shall notify the corporation that the unit is leased and shall
provide to the corporation the lessee's name and the owner's
address. New.
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APPLICATION OF THE PLAN.N"lNG ACT

50.-(1) Section 29 and clause b of subsection 1 of Al:pll~~tian
.
32 o f 1'/ie r"[anmng
.
A ct co
l not app1y m
. respect o f control
a su u vrn1on
sed10n
dealings with whole units and common interests. 1972,
c. 7, s. 1, part, amended.
(2) Subject to subsection 3, the provisions of section 33 <lescrfpt1ons
Approva.1 of
of The Planning Act that apply to plans of subdivision under
' l1 necessary mocl.I ftcat10ns,
·
· .
S 0. 1970.
app1y, wit
to d escnpttons
un d er c.R.349.
s. 33
this Act, and a description shall not be registered unless
approved or exempted by the !'Vlinister of Housing. 1972,
c. 7, s. 1, part; 1973, r.. 121, s. 1, amended.
(3) Before making an application under subsection 1 of Exemption
section 33 of The Planning Act, the owner of a property or
someone authorized by him in writing may apply to the
Minister of Housing to have the description or any part of
the description exempted from such section 33, or from any
provisions thereof, and where in the opinion of the Minister
such exemption is appropriate in the circumstances, he may
grant the exemption.
1970.
(4) Section 34 of The Planning Act docs not apply in c.R.S.O.
349, s. 34,
respect of descriptions made for the purposes of this Act. not to apply
1972, c. 7, s. 1, part.

SALE AND 1.EASE OF UNITS

.
. enteredimplie<l
covenants rn
. 51.-(1) Every agreement of purchase and sale
by a proposed dedarant for a proposed um t for resi- agreement of
purchase and
dential purposes shall be deemed to rnntain ,
sale

111 to

(a) a covenant by the vendor to take all reasonable
steps to register a declaration and description in
respect of the property in which the unit is included
without delay;
(b) a covenant by the vendor to take all reasonable

steps to sell the other residential units included in
the property without delay other than any units
mentioned in a statement under clause c of subsection 1 of section 54;
(c) a covenant by the vendor to take all reasonable
steps to deliver to the purchaser a registrable d eed
or transfer of the unit without delay; and
(d) a provision that the vendor will not collect from
the purchaser any money on behalf of tlic corporation. 1974, c. 133, s. 14, part.

CllN!Hlll!INlP~I
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\2) '.'\ut\\·ith,.,tanding any prO\'NOll to the contrary cont .t uwd t l1<·1t·i 11, an agrn•nwn t of purr IHlSP and sa h• of a pro-

po-.ctl 11mt for r.·sid,•ntial pnrp(hl'S shall not he terminated
h\· tlw piopost•d (kdarant only hy rC'ason of the failure to
r.;.;1,.,ttT tlll' dl'claration ancl ckscription within a period of
t inw "'Jl"ci!il'd in tlw agreement, unless the purchaser con-.c111-. t•l tlw termination in writing .
(Jl '.'\otwithstanding sub:;,ection 2, the proposed declarant
may apply to a judge of a county or district court and the
judge may by order terminate the agreement if he is satistit'd that,
(a) the proposed dcclarant has taken all reasonable

steps to register a declaration and description;
(b) a declaration and description cannot be registered

within a reasonable period of time; and
(c) the failure and inability to register a declaration
and description is caused by circumstances beyond
the control of the proposed declarant.
Su bsequent
rel!istratlon
under Act

(-1) The judge may, in an order under subsection 3, provide
that a declaration and description shall not be registered
m respect of the property in which the proposed unit is
included during such period as he specifies in the order.

Registration
of order

(5) An order under subsection 3 is ineffective until a certified copy thereof is registered.

Payment
of purchase
price

(6) Where an agreement of purchase and sale entered into
by a proposed declarant for a proposed unit for residential
purposes permits or requires the purchaser to take possession
of or occupy the unit before a deed or transfer of the unit
acceptable for registration is delivered to him, the money paid
in respect of such right or obligation to the proposed declarant
shall be not greater, on a monthly basis, than the total of
the following amounts;
1. The amount of interest that the purchaser would

have paid, monthly, in respect of any mortgage or
mortgages he is obligated to assume or give under the
agreement of purchase and sale on delivery of a deed
or transfer of the unit.
2. An amount reasonably estimated on a monthly basis
for municipal taxes attributable to the proposed
unit.
3 The projected monthly common expense contribution
for that unit. 1974, c. 133, s. 14, part, amended.
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(7) \Vhere a purchaser takes possession of a proposed ~~~fe~s08fnd
unit for residential purposes under an agreement that per- proposed
.
f
. aecfarant
mits the purchaser to take possession o or occupy the nmt
before a deed or transfer of the unit acceptable for registration
is delivered to him, notwithstanding the provisions of The ~·~3f 1970.
Landlord and Tenant Act, the proposed declarant,
(a) shall pro\·ide those services and only those sen·ices
that the proposed corporation will have a duty to
provide to owners :
(b) shall repair and maintain the property and the
proposed unit in the same manner as the proposed
corporation will have a duty to repair and maintain;
(c) has the same right of entry that the proposed cor-

poration will have; and
(d) mav withhold consent to an assignment of th1:·
occ;1pancy agreement . New.

52.-(1)
An agreement
of purchase and sale entered into before
Disclosure
.
.
sale
after this Act comes mto force hy a dedarant or proposed
declarant of a unit or proposed unit for residential purposes
is not binding on the purchaser until the declarant or proposed
declarant has delivered to the purchaser a copy of the current
disclosure statement and all material amendments thereto.
1974, c. 133, s. 14, part, amended.
of a deed to or agreement
Rescission of
(2) The 1mrchaser' before receiving delivery
~
transfer of the unit, may rescind the agreement of purchase'
and sale within ten davs after receiving the disclosure statement or, where there l;as been a material amendment thereto, within ten days after receiving the material amendment.
(3) A person may rescind an agreement of purchase and
·.
, ,
sale under subsect10n 2 hy g1vmg written notice of the
rescission to the declarant or proposed declarant or to the
solicitor of the declarant or proposed declarant.

Not\ce_of

l'CSCJSSIO n

(4) Every declarant or propos('d dedarant who rrceiws ~~~~~ct~s{,~n
notice of rescission under subsection 3 from a person entitled refunded
to rescind the agreement of purchase and sale under subsection 2, shall forthwith refund, \'v"ithout penalty or charge,
to the person giving notice, all money that he received from
that person under the agreement that was credited as payment against purchase price.
(5) \Vherc any statement or materi<il required und('f tbi:, :J'.i~~ent
Act to be provided bv a declarant or proposed ckclarant to a false or.
-

misleading
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p11rrhasn of a unit or proposed ll!lit for rC'sidential purposes
contains an~· 11uttl'rial swtenwnt or information that is false,
d t'CL' PI i\'L' or misl<'ading or fails to contain any material statenw11t or i11formatio11, the corporation or any unit owner who
h'lit·d 011 such ,;t:-itement or material is entitled, as against the
lh'clarant or tlw proposed dedarant to damages for any Loss
s ustai11ed as a result of such reliance.
OlsclO.SUl't'
~t.~t~lllt'U1

(h) The disclos11re statement referred to in subsection 1
shall contain and fully and accurately disclose,
(r1) the name and municipal address of the declarant

or proposed declarant and of the property or proposed property;
(b) a general description of the property or proposed

property including the types and number of buildings, units and recreational and other amenities
together with any conditions that apply to the
provision of amenities;
(c) the portion of units or proposed units which the

declarant or proposed declarant intends to market in
blocks of units to investors;
(d) a brief narrative description of the significant
features of the existing or proposed declaration,
by-laws and rules governing the use of common
elements and units, and of any contracts or leases
that may be subject to termination or expiration
under section 39;
(e) a budget statement for the one year period im-

mediately following the registration of the declaration
and the description;
(/) where construction of amenities is not completed,
a schedule of the proposed commencement and
completion dates; and
(g) any other matters required by the regulations to be

disclosed.
:t~~~~ents

(7) The budget statement mentioned in clause e of subsection 6 shall set out,
(a) the common expenses;

(b) the proposed amount of each expense;
(CJ

particulars of the type, frequency and level of the
services to be provided ;
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(d) the projected monthly common expense contribution
for each type of unit ;
(e) a statement of the portion of the common expense
to be paid into a reserve fund;

Ul

a statement of the assumed inflation factor;

(g) a statement of any judgments against the corporation, the status of any pending lawsuits to
which the corporation is a party and the status of
any pending lawsuits material to the property of
which the declarant or proposed declarant has
actual knowledge;

(h) any current or expected fees or charges to be paid
by unit owners or any of them for the use of the
common elements or part thereof and other facilities
related to the property;
(i) any services not included in the budget that the

declarant or proposed declarant provides, or expenses that he pays and that might reasonably be
expected to become, at any subsequent time, a common expense and the projected common expense
contribution attributable to each of those services or
expenses for each type of unit;
(j) the amounts in all reserve funds; and

(k) any other matters required by the regulations to be
disclosed. New.
(8) \\There the total amount incurred for the common statement
Inaccurate
expenses provided for in the budget statement
exceeds
the
orcommon
.
expenses
total of the proposed amounts set out m the statement, for
the period covered by the budget statement mentioned in
clause e of subsection 6 the declarant shall forthwith pay to
the corporation the amount of the excess except in respect
of increased expenses attributable to the termination of an
agreement under section 39. 1974, c. 133, s. 14, part, amended.
(9) \Yhere the declarant shows any expected fees, charges, Where
,
for t h e revenue
rents or oth er revenue to b e pa1.d to t he corpora t1on
shown on
use of the common elements or assets or any part thereof or ~fadt~':,1;ent
any other facilities related to the property and,
(a) where the total amount received is less than the

expected fees, charges, rents or other revenue, the
declarant shall forthwith pay to the corporation the
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amo11nt oft lw deficiency less the amount, if any, that
tilt' total L>f the proposed amounts for common expenses sPt out in the' budget statement mentioned
in da11se ,. of subsL'rtion (J exceeds thC' total amount
incurred for common expenses for the period covered
h~· thl' budget sta tement; or
(Ii) wlwn• 11w total amount received is more than the
l':XJX'ClL'd ft'es, charges. rents or other revenue, the
declarant may set off the amount of the excess
against any amount he may be required to pay
under subsection 8. New_
Trust
mQne~.-

,;a. ( I) A 11 money rccei ved by or on behaIf of a proposed declarant from a purchaser on account of a sale or an
agreement for the purchase and sale of a proposed unit for
residential purposes before the registration of the declaration
and description, other than money paid as rent or as an
occupancy charge, shall, notwithstanding the registration of
the declaration and description thereafter, be held in trust
by the person receiving such money for the person entitled
thereto in respect of the agreement and such money shall be
held in a separate account designated as a trust account at
a chartered bank or trust company or a loan company or
credit union authorized by law to receive money on deposit
or a Province of Ontario Savings Office until,
(a) its disposition to the person entitled thereto; or

(b) delivery of prescribed security to the purchaser for
repayment. 1974, c. 133, s. 15, part, amended_
Interest

(2) \Vhere an agreement of purchase and sale referred to
in subsection 1 is terminated and the purchaser is entitled
to the return of any money paid under the agreement, the
proposed declarant shall pay to the purchaser interest on
such money at the prescribed rate.

Idem

(3) Subject to subsection 2, where a purchaser of a proposed unit under an agreement of purchase and sale referred
to in subsection 1 enters into possession or occupation of the
unit before a deed or transfer of the unit acceptable for
registration is delivered to him, the proposed declarant shall
pay interest at the prescribed rate on all money received
by him on account of the purchase price from the day the
purchaser enters into possession or occupation until the day
a deed or transfer acceptable for registration is delivered to
him.

Idem

(4) S:ibject to subsections 2 and 3, the proposed declarant
1s entitled to any interest earned on the money required to
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54-.- ( 1) A declarant or proposed declarant shall not
. f
.
. I
grant a lease of a unit or proposed umt or restdentia purposes unless,

Le~ses of

umts

(a) the lessee has entered into a bona fide agreement
to purchase the unit;
(b) the lease grants to the lessee a bona fide option to
purchase the unit;

(c) every agreement of purchase and sale of a unit
included in the property includes a statement that
the unit to be included in the lease is or will be leased
and specifies the uses that are or will be permitted
by the lease; or
(d) written notice of the lessor's intention to lease the

unit has been given to every purchaser under an
agreement of purchase and sale, registered owner
and mortgagee entitled to vote, and the period
referred to in subsection 2 has expired or, where an
application is made under subsection 2, it is finally
disposed of. 1974, c. 133, s. 16, part, amended.
(2) Any person notified under clause d of subsection 1 tfg~~~~tion
may, within twenty-one days after receiving the notice, and
on written notice to the declarant, apply to a judge of a
county or district court, and the judge, if he is of the opinion
that the declarant has not taken all reasonable steps to
sell the unit, may by order prohibit the declarant from
leasing the unit or grant other relief as he considers proper.
(3) The notice mentioned in clause d of subsection l sha ll
specify the unit or units intended to be leased and the u se~,
that will be permitted by the lease but need not set out
any other terms or identify any proposed lessee.

~f~g~pc~s

(4) A declarant or proposed declarant may grant leases 'fee;~~sor
of a unit or proposed unit for residential purposes for a period
in each case not exceeding two years, including renewals,
provided that subsection 1 is complied with in respect of
each lease.
(S) This section does not apply to the renewal of a lease Exemp tion
of a unit or proposed unit where the lease was entered into
before any agreement of purchase and sale of any unit or
proposed unit included in the property is entered into.
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Ltl'n~h.'
~it~rt n11.-\l

(o) 111 this section, "lease" includes a licence to use or
and any agreement m the nature of a lease. 1974,
c. IJJ. s. 16, part, amended.

O tlt·n\.'t'!i

,),). Evl'ry person who knowingly con travenes suhsectiL)ll 3 of 'il'Ction 26, st>ction JO, subsection I or 4 of section 40,
:-.uh,;l'ction S, (>or 7 of section 52, subsection 1 of sect ion 53,
s11b-;<'ctio11 <J of section S<i or subsection 1 of section 59, or
knowingly purports to enter into a lease in contravention of
..;uh,;cction I or -I of section 54 is guilty of a n offence and on
s11m11w.ry rnndrtion is liable to a fow of,

occnp~·

(a) not

more than $25,000, where the person is a
corporation; or

(b) not more than $2,000, where the person is other
than a corporation. 1974, c. 133, s. 16, amended.
BUREAU
Designating
b ureau
RS 0 . 1970,
c. 89

;') (), --{ l) The Lieutenan t Governor in Council shall designate a non-profit corporation incorporated without share
capital under The Corporations A ct to be the bureau for the
purposes of this Act.

Idem

(2) No corporation shall be designated under subsection
1 whose by-laws do not provide for representation of owners
of condominium units on t he board of directors.

Objects

(3} Upon its designation, the objects of the corporation
are extended to include,
(a) advising and assisting the public in condominium

matters;
(b} ass1stmg in the resolution of disputes between

condominium corporations and unit owners and
between two or more unit owners and for this purpose appointing review officers and paying their remuneration;
(c) disseminat ing information for the purpose of edu-

cating and advising condominium corporations and
unit owners concerning condominium matters and
the financial, operating and management practices of
condominium corporations; and
(d) assisting in the for mulation and conduct of edu-

cational courses for property management.
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(4) The moneys required for the purpose of defraying Moneys
the organization and operating expenses of the bureau shall,
until the 31st day of March, 1979, be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
(5) The bureau shall appoint review officers who shall ~ffi~iir~
perform the duties and exercise the powers given to them appointed
by this Act and the regulations under the supervision of the
bureau and shall perform such other duties as are assigned
to them by the bureau.
(6) All
moneys payable under this
Act to the bureau shall
.
.
be retained by the bureau and applied to defray the expenses
incurred and expenditures made in the carrying out of its
duties under this Act and otherwise for the purposes of its
objects set out in subsection 3.

Revenuesand
expenses

(7) The bureau shall make a report annually to the ~e~~~ti
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Relations upon the
affairs of the bureau, and the Minister shall submit the report
to the Lieutenant Governor in Council and shall then lay
the report before the Assembly if it is in session or, if not, at
the next ensuing session.
(8) Each corporation shall pay to the bureau an annual
fee in the amount prescribed by regulation for each unit
comprising the property and shall file such information and
material as is prescribed by the regulations.

~ee to
ureau

(9) Every declarant shall file with the bureau the material ~i!h~g
set out in clauses f, g, h and i of subsection 3 of section 26
prior to the meeting required under subsection 1 of section 26.
(10) The bureau is not a Crown agency within the mean- ~g['b~~wn
ing of The Crown Agency Act.
agency

R.S.O. 1970.
c.100

(11) The bureau may exempt corporations
from the
.
.
provisions of subsections 2 and 3 of section 36 as set out m
subsection 7 of section 36. New.

Exemption

by bureau

57. - -{ 1) Where there is a dispute between a corporation Dispute
and an owner or between two or more owners in respect of
any matter relating to this Act, the declaration, by-laws
or rules, any party to the dispute may, prior to the commencement of any court proceeding in respect of the same
matter, refer the matter in dispute to the bureau for
resolution and shall notify all other parties affected.
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(2) \\'ithin fourteen clear days after the matter has been
referred to the bureau, the bureau shall give written notice
to all partie~ of the date, time and place for the consideration
ot the matter i11 tli,;putc and shall designate a person as reviev,:
offiCl'r to review the matter in dispute.

::;ubJN'l
m•\tt, rof

(3 ) For purposes of a review under subsection 2, the
review officer may inquire into any matter relevant to the
subject-matter of the dispute, whether or not previously
brought to his attention by the parties.

Ht"\"ltl\r

ur?h:t•J'

1

J"('\"h........

(-1) Upon completing the review and s ubject to subsection 5, the review officer may make an order ordering
any party to the review to do or refrain from doing any
act that is the subject-matter of the review.
Notice

(5) Where the review officer proposes to make an order
under subsection 4, he shall serve notice of his proposal together with \Hitten reasons therefor on all parties to the
review.

Idem

(6) A notice under subsection 5 shall state that every
party to the review is entitled to appeal the proposed order
to the Commercial Registration Appeal Tribunal and shall
specify the place where the appeal may be filed.

Order may
be made
after notice

(7) Where there is no appeal to the Commercial Registration Appeal Tribunal, the review officer may make his
order upon the expiration of twenty-one days after the last
service of notice under subsection 5 on a party to the review.

Order
filed

(8) On the request of any party to the review proceedings,
the review officer shall file a copy of any order made by him
under subsection 4 in the office of the Registrar of the Supreme
Court under section 19 of The Statutory P owers Procedure
A ct, 1971, that applies thereto.

19H. c. fi
does not
apply

(9) Except as provided in subsection 8, The Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, 1971 does not apply to proceedings
before the review officer designated by the bureau.

Appeal

(10) Every party to a review proceedings may appeal a
review officer's proposal by filing a notice of appeal with the
Commercial Registration Appeal Tribunal within twenty-one
days after being served with notice of the review officer's
proposal.

Idem

( l 1) On an appeal, the Commercial Registration Appeal
Tribunal may proceed by way of a hearing de novo and
after the hearing, the Tribunal may make any order it con-
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siders just and equitable and for such purposes the Tribunal
shall substitute its opinion for that of the review officer.
"J'.Tel!!J.
REGULATIONS

58. -·-(1) The Lieutenant Governor m Council may make
regulations,

Regulations

(a) classifying properties for the purposes of the regulations;
(b) prescribing the duties of officers appointed under
The Land T1:ties .:let or The Registry Act for the purpose of this Act :

(c) governing the method of describing in instruments
of a property or any part of a property;
(d) governing surveys, structural plans, descriptions and
diagrams, and prescribing procedures for their registration and amendment;
(e) requiring, in respect of any class of properties, in
lieu of or in addition to the requirements of section 4, surveys of the properties showing the units
and common elements;

(j) respecting the registration and recording of declarations, descriptions, by-laws, notices of termination and other instruments;
(g) respecting the names of corporations;
(h) respecting additions to the common elements;
(i) requiring the payment of fees to officers appointed
under The Land Titles Act or The Registry Act, and

prescribing the amounts thereof;
(j) prescribing forms and providing for their use;

(k) governing funds intended for the payment of
common expenses;
(l) requiring and governing the books, accounts and
records that shall be kept by condominium corporations and requiring and governing the accounting to members of condominium corporations in such
manner and at such times as are prescribed;

~c.s:&~~790.
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pre'>cribing security for t he purposes of clause b of
I of section 53;

s t1h~ectio11

(II)

1m'srribing rates of interest tha t shall be paid on
moneys rcquir<'d to be held in trus t under this
Art;

(o)

designating liens or claims for the purposes of
clause d of subsection 2 of section 33;

(Pl

prrscribing statements and in form a ti on required
for purposes of subsection 8 of section 32;

(q)

regulating and governing the duties and powers of
review officers appoint ed under subsection S of
section 56;

(r)

prescribing the amounts of fees that are pay able or
chargeable under this Act ;
prescribing inform ation to be filed by corporations
with the bureau ;

(t)

~ffe1~~i~ligns

prescribing any matter that by this Act is required
or permitted to be or referred to as prescribed by
the regulations. R .S.O. 1970, c. 77, s. 25 (1); 1974,
c. 133, s. 17, amended .

(2) Any provision of any regulation may be made to apply
to all properties or to any class of properties. R.S.O. 1970,
c. 77, s. 25 (2).

otredr to se1h1
l an toget er
with tease
ofdwelling
prohibited

59. --(1) . No person shall offer to
sell any interest in land
.
together with a grant of exclusive occupancy or use for
· i purposes o f part of a b m·1a·mg Iocated on t h e l an d
res1·dentia
where that person will retain an interest in the land as tenantin-common with the offeree unless he does so as a declarant
or proposed declarant under this Act.

Exempt1on
from subs. I

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations exempting any person or group of persons from the
provisions of subsection 1. New.

Act

60. This Act applies notwithstanding any agreement to
the contrary. New.

supersedes
a!fl'eements
Repeals

61. The following are repealed :

The Condominium Act, being chapter 77 of the
Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970.
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2. The Condominiwn Amendment Act, 1972, being
chapter 7.

3. The Condominiitm Amendment Act, 1973, being
chapter 121 .
4. The Condominium A mendmenl Act, 1974, being
chapter 133.

5. The Condominium Amendment Act, 1977, being
chapter 67.
62. This Act comes into force on a day to be named by Commencement
.
proc}amation
o f t h e L.1eutenant Governor.

6a.
1978.

The short title of this Act is The Condominium Act,

Short title

\

